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." ARTICLE 1 - CONCERNING THIS AGREEMENT
. .
Section 1.01 Recognition Clause
"Notice is hereby given that the Board of Cooperative Educational Services of the Sole
Supervisory District of Orleans-Niagara Counties has hereby recognized the Orleans-Niagara
BOCES Teachers' Association as the official bargaining unit for all professional, certified
personnel except the Chief Executive Officer and Administrative .Staff. Such recognition was
granted at the regular meeting of such board on February 5, 1970. Such recognition shall be
for the maximum period allowable under Section 208 of the Public Employees Fair
Employment Act."
THIS AGREEMENT, made this 5th day of June, 2003 by and between Clark J.
Godshall, District Superintendent of the Board of Cooperative Educational Services, Orleans-
Niagara Counties, hereinafter referred to as the "Board", and the Board of Cooperative
Educational Services Teachers' Association, hereinafter referred to as the "Association".
WHEREAS, it is the intent and purpose of the parties to set forth herein the basic
agreement covering the wages and terms and conditions of employment to be observed
between the parties hereto.
WHEREAS, this agreement may be altered, added to, deleted from or modified only
through the mutual consent of the parties.
WHEREAS, this agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations or practices of the
Board which shall be contrary to or inconsistent with its terms.
WHEREAS, any individual arrangement, agreement or contract' hereafter executed
shall be made expressly subject to and at least equal to the terms of this or subsequent
agreements to be executed by the parties.
WHEREAS, the Association affirms that it does not assert the right to strike against
any government, to assist or participate in any such strike, or to impose an obligation to
conduct, assist or participate in such a strike.
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING ADDITIONAL
FUNDS THEREFOR SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE
LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN ITS APPROVAL."
I
NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed as follows:
Section 1.02 Long-term Substitutes
Long tenn substitutes are those teachers who are hired for a period of time of one
complete semester or more to replace a teacher who is on a leave of absence pursuant to
Sections 5.02, 5.03, 5.07, and 5.08 of this Agreement. Such a teacher will be paid pursuant to
Article 8 and the Appendix for the current year of this Agreement at the step agreed upon in
writing between the teacher and the District Superintendent and at the hours and degree
attained at the time of hire as a long-term substitute. A teacher who is hired to replace a
teacher who is on leave of absence pursuant to Section 5.01 of this Agreement shall also be a
long-tenn substitute teacher after the thirtieth consecutive school day of work replacing the
same teacher and shall be paid at one-two hundredth of the rate the teacher would be paid on
the appropriate salary schedule for each school day of work thereafter, and shall be entitled to
sick leave and health insurance from and after the sixty-first school day of such employment.
Notwithstanding any of the foregoing, any long-tenn substitute who is hired from the BOCES'
preferred eligibility list shall be placed on the salary schedule at the same step the teacher was
on at the time of separation.
Section 5.01 shall be pro-rated according to the number of months remaining in the
school year at the time the teacher became a long-tenn substitute.
The following articles or sections of agreement are excluded:
Section 3.03
&3.04
Section 3.05
Section 3.06
&3.07
Article 4
Section 5.02
Section 5.03
Section 5.07
Section 5.08
Section 5.10
Section 8.04
Section 8.07
Section 8.15
Teacher Transfer
Posting of Job Openings (Exclude para.
3 only)
Probationary Period & Protection of
Tenured Teacher
Teacher Evaluation -Observation
(all)
Extended Sick Leave
Sick Leave Without Pay
Child-rearing Leave
Conferences
Religious Holidays
Tuition Reimbursement
Differential Pay for Special Education
Teacher
Health Insurance Upon Retirement (Change
para. 6a to add at end ... "except as
spelled out in para. 6e below. ")
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". Section 1.03 Negotiation Procedure
It is agreed that all matters relating to wages, salaries, hours, other benefits and other
terms and conditions of employlnent between the Association and the Board have been
negotiated and agreed upon for the period beginning July 1, 2000 and ending June 30, 2006.
It is further agreed that the provisions of this agreement shall continue in full force and effect
beyond June 30, 2006 unless either party informs the other in writing of their desire to
negotiate a new contract for a succeeding school year. Such written notice shall be given by
December 1st preceding the school year in which a new agreement is to be placed in effect.
This agreement shall terminate on June 30th next following the date upon which the
written notice is received by the parties.
Negotiations for a new agreement shall commence no later than January 15th next
following the date upon which the written notice is received by the parties. If such agre~ment
is not concluded by the following March 18th, either party may, but is not required to, request
the Public Employment Relations Board to assist the parties to reach agreement. Such
mediation and fact-finding will be governed by the provisions of the Public Employees Fair
Employment Act, Section 209.
Neither party in any negotiations shall have any control over the selection of'the
representatives of the other party, and each party may select its representatives from within or
outside of the school district. While no final agreement shall be executed without ratification
by the Association and the Board, the parties mutually pledge that their representatives will be
clothed with all necessary power and authority to make proposals, consider proposals, and
reach compromises in the course of negotiations.
Section 1.04 Conformity to Law
If any provision of this agreement is or shall be at any time, contrary to law, such
provision shall not be applicable, performed, or enforced, except as to the extent permitted by
law. In the event that any provision of this agreement is or shall be contrary to law, all other
provisions of this agreement shall continue in full force and effect.
In the event that said provision shall be declared contrary to law, such provision shall
be mutually modified by the parties to the extent necessary to conform to the law.
Section 1.05 Duration
THIS AGREEMENT shall become effective from the 1st day of July, 2000, and
continue in full force and effect until midnight, June 30, 2006.
It is further agreed that the provision of this agreement shall continue in full force and
effect beyond June 30, 2006, unless either party informs the other in writing of their desire to
negotiate a new contract for a succeeding school year. Such written notice shall be given by
December 1st preceding the school year in which a new agreement is to be placed in effect.
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This agreement shall then terminate at midnight on June 30th next following the date upon
which the written notice is received by the parties.
ARTICLE 2 - WORK SCHEDULES & RESPONSIBILITIES
Section 2.01 BOCES Staff Rights and Responsibilities
In whatever school building a BOCES teacher's duties and responsibilities take him or
her, that teacher is to follow out the same daily schedule as the other teachers of that particular
school building. Whenever it becomes necessary for the teacher to deviate from the school
schedule for any reasons as: home visits, work at the BOCES office, conference of any nature,
etc.; permission to leave must first be secured from the BOCES administrator who supervises
the teacher or, in his/her absence, the building principal where the employee is working.
A staff member's schedule is sacred. (One must be where he/she is supposed to be
when he/she is supposed to be.) If unable to comply, one should get in touch with the School
Principal at once. .
One must be punctual with all reports; the District Superintendent should have the
original copy with a copy to the school administrator concerned.
Section 2.02 Working Hours. Classrooms within a Component School
In general, BOCES teachers who are assigned to classrooms within a component
school district shall comply with the teaching hours schedule established for the building to
which they are assigned.
The District Superintendent shall, in his or her sole discretion, establish working
hours for such teachers consistent with the BOCES' needs. To the extent practicable,
advance notice of changes in work schedules shall be given.
In no event, however, shall the working day exceed 7 1/2 hours inclusive of lunch.
Any teacher may request arrangements with his or her immediate supervisor to leave
earlier than the time set forth in paragraph 1 and 2 of this section.
Section 2.03 Working Hours. BOCES Centers
BOCES teachers working at the BOCES Centers are to follow the teaching hours
schedules established by the administrators of their buildings.
In no event, however, shall the working day exceed 7 1/2 hours inclusive of lunch.
Any teacher may request arrangements with his/her immediate administrator to leave
earlier than the times established for the normal working day.
. 4
..
Section 2.04 Facultv Meetings
Teachers shall be required to attend no more than two (2) BOCES meetings per month
which extend beyond their regular school hours as defined in Section 2.02 and 2.03. For such
meetings, no one meeting shall exceed two (2) hours in duration and the total per month for
the two meeting shall not exceed three (3) hours in duration. Staff shall be notified in writing
at least one week in advance of such scheduled meetings.
Exceptions to the aforesaid frequency and/or length of meetings can be made for
unusual circumstances or in an emergency, if mutually agreed to by the District
Superintendent and the Association President.
This provision shall apply only to BOCES meetings and shall not include Advisory
Council meetings or meetings in component school districts. However, teachers shall not be
required to attend faculty meetings in the component districts unless the content. of such
faculty meeting is directly related to the teacher's program or students as determined by the
Building Principal.
Section 2.05 Attendance Reporting
Whenever a BOCES teacher is required to be absent from teaching duties, it will be
his or her responsibility to call his or her supervisor, or their designee, to report the need for
absence. This call should be made either during the evening preceding the absence or prior to
7:00 a.m. of the day of absence. Further, as soon as possible when the teacher becomes aware
that he or she will be absent for such reason as: attendance at conference or anything of a
personal nature; such information should be given to the Building Principal or Chief School
Administrator at once.
Administration shall maintain a list of substitute teachers and shall make every effort
to provide a substitute teacher when a regular teacher is absent. Administration reserves the
right to call upon regular teachers to assume absent teachers' classes in cases of emergency.
Section 2.06 Teacher Aides and Assistants
Paraprofessionals shall work under the direct supervision of the teacher to whom they
are assigned.
Section 2.07 Class Size
The Board shall make every effort to Insure that reasonable class sizes will be
maintained.
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Section 2.08 Work Year
The work year shall not exceed 189 days, which shall include all teaching days and
conference days. However, new teachers may be required to work in excess thereof for
orientation prior to the school year.
.
There will be two conference days, either visitation or parental, established for the
term of this agreement. Should the Board feel that this concept is not working properly, they
will have the right to delete this from the agreement at its conclusion.
Section 2.09 Planning Time
Effective September 1, 1995, Supervisors, in conjunction with their teachers, shall
attempt to schedule a minimum thirty (30) consecutive minutes of planning time per day
during the student instructional day without responsibility of student supervision. This time
shall not be unreasonably denied. If a teacher's assignment provides a full hour of duty-free
time during the student day, thirty (30) minutes of that block shall be considered planning
time.
ARTICLE 3 - PERSONNEL MATIERS
Section 3.01 Personnel File
Teachers may have access to their personnel file to review and copy all documents
contained therein except confidential recommendations. After the teacher has examined
his/her file the cover thereof will be stamped, dated, and initialed by the teacher.
Evaluation and observation forms will be maintained in a designated personnel file,
and for the purposes of evaluation to determine employment, only the designated personnel
file shall be used.
Section 3.02 Teacher Protection
Teachers shall immediately report all cases of assault suffered by them in connection
with their employment to their immediate supervisor in writing which shall contain a detailed
written report of the incident.
This report shall be forwarded immediately by the immediate supervisor to the District
Superintendent who in turn will forward it to the Board without delay and the Board shall act
in appropriate ways as liaison between the teacher, the police, and the courts.
Section 3.03 Teacher Transfers - Voluntary
Teachers who desire a change in assignment may request a transfer by submitting a
written request directly to the District Superintendent. A teacher may within a reasonable
time withdraw a request for a change of assignment. When a transfer is to be made, all
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transfer requests on file which have not been withdrawn will be considered if the teacher has
the requisite certification and other qualifications for the position in question.
Section 3.04 Teacher Transfers - Involuntary
Time and the needs of the educational program permitting, volunteers will be sought
before involuntary transfers are made. The District Superintendent shall assess the
qualifications of such volunteers and make reassignments in accordance with program needs.
Time permitting, an involuntary transferee will be given thirty days' notice of the
transfer.
Prior to implem'enting an involuntary transfer, the administration will discuss the
implications of the transfer and its alternatives with the affected teacher.
Section 3.05 Posting of Job Openings
If ajob opening occurs within the bargaining unit because of the creation of a new
position, retirement, death, or a teacher leaving the system, the position will be posted in all
Centers for no more than 10 days. In addition, a copy of such posting matter will be '
forwarded to the President of the Association for distribution to teachers who are not working
in the centers. Additionally, the BOCES will attempt to post a job announcement on its web
site.
The District Superintendent shall attempt to fill the position from the teachers who
submit a written application to him within such ten (10) day period.
If more than one (1) teacher applies, it shall be filled by the person who best meets the
following qualifications: seniority, certification and special qualifications. Special
qualifications shall be the determining factor if seniority and certification are comparable. In
the event none of the applicants meet the guidelines set forth above, the District
Superintendent may reject all applicants.
Unsuccessful applicants for the position shall be notified in writing upon request as to
the reason for not receiving the appointment. However, the decision of the District
Superintendent shall be final.
Section 3.06 Probationary Period
Probationary teachers not being recommended for tenure shall be so notified sixty (60)
calendar days prior to the expiration of the probationary period.
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Section 3.07 Protection of Tenured Teacher
Conditional notice of the abolition of any professional position for the succeeding
school year will be given by no later than June 15th,and official notice of such abolition will
be given by no later than the last teacher work day of the school year.
Section 3.08 Right to Representation
A teacher who appears to be the. subject of disciplinary action at the time of
questioning has the right to have an Association Representative present during questioning. If
Association Representation is requested, the teacher will have two (2) hours to obtain such
representation including travel time as necessary.
ARTICLE 4 - TEACHER EVALUATION - OBSERVATION
Section 4.01 Teacher Evaluation - Observation
It should be understood that the primary purpose of any procedure of evaluation and/or
observation is to provide a formal structure that will enhance the opportunities for
improvement of the instructional process. It is also understood that evaluation is a continuous
and ongoing activity and is not based wholly on formal observations of the classroom. An
atmosphere of open dialogue between teacher and evaluator at all times is necessary to
accomplish the goal of instructional improvement.
Section 4.02 Definitions
Tenured Teacher - A teacher who has satisfactorily served a probationary period and
has been granted tenure by the Board of Cooperative Educational Services.
Probationary Teacher - A teacher serving on a probationary appointment made by the
Board of Cooperative Educational Services.
Transfer Teacher - A teacher who has been transferred as part of a transfer program
with a component district to BOCES. Such teacher may be transferred with either tenure. or
probationary status in accordance with Section 3014-a ofthe Education Law.
Reassigned Teacher - A teacher who has been transferred within a tenure area to
another teaching assignment in a different sub-area. (Teachers transferred to a position
outside a tenure area are considered probationary teachers).
Section 4.03 Evaluations
The District Superintendent or designee will designate BOCES administrators who are
not members of the teachers' unit to conduct evaluations.
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Section 4.04 Evaluation Instrument
By September 1 of each year, the District Superintendent or his designee, in
consultation with teaching personnel, shall review existing evaluation instruments and make
changes, if necessary, and publish such document.
Section 4.05 Procedures for Evaluation
1. By January 15 and June 15 of the first probationary year, and by June 15 of the
second probationary year, and by April 15 of the final probationary year an
evaluation report will be completed for each probationary teacher and forwarded
to the District Superintendent.
2. Probationary teachers shall be given at least one (1) day prior notice for the final
evaluation in each year during probationary period.
3. The teacher may submit a rebuttal to the above mentioned evaluation supporting
his/her case. Such rebuttal and data, to become part of the official evaluation
record of a teacher, must be submitted with reasonable dispatch and no later than
ten (10) school days following such evaluation. Any teacher may submit letters
of commendation, or other evidence beneficial to the teacher, at any time for
inclusion in his/her personnel folder.
4. The District Superintendent will review each evaluation report, initial, and assure
that said report is placed in the teacher's personnel file.
5. All evaluations shall be conducted openly.
Section 4.06 Tenured Teacher Evaluation
The District Superintendent or his designee will assure that at least one formal
evaluation has been completed by a BOCES administrator and forwarded to him for review by
June 15th.
Section 4.07 Procedures for Observation
1. The official observers will be the District Superintendent, or BOCES
administrators who are not members of the teachers' unit.
2. By September 1 of each year, the District Superintendent, in consultation with
teaching personnel, shall review existing observation instruments and make
changes, if necessary, and publish such document. .
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3. By December 15 and April 15 of the final probationary year, and by December 15
and June 15 of other probationary years, an observation report will be completed
for each probationary teacher and forwarded to the District Superintendent.
Probationary teachers shall be given at least one (1) day prior notice for the first
observation in each year during probationary period.
4. All observations shall be conducted openly.
5. Every formal observation of a teacher will be followed by a personal conference
between the observer and the teacher within seven (7) school days of the formal
observation. During the conference, the teacher will sign the observation report to
signify that he/she has seen the report and that the conference has been held. Such
signature in no way implies concurrence with the observation results. A copy of
the written observation report will be given to the teacher at this time and a copy
will be placed in the personnel file.
6. The teacher may submit a rebuttal to the above mentioned observation(s)
supporting his/her case. Such rebuttal and data, to become part of the official
observation record of a teacher, must be submitted with reasonable dispatch and
no later than ten (10) school days following such observation. Any teacher may
submit letters of commendation, or other evidence beneficial to the teacher, at any
time for inclusion in his/her personnel folder.
7. The District Superintendent or BOCES administrators who are not members of
the teachers' unit will review each observation report, initial, and assure that said
report is placed in the teacher's personnel file as referred to in Section 3.01 of this
Agreement.
Section 4.08 General
The observation and evaluative record will be considered the primary basis for any
action undertaken by the District Superintendent, but in no case will be considered the only
input the District Superintendent may employ in his ultimate recommendation.
Section 4.09 Parent Complaints
Complaints by a parent directed toward a teacher shall be called to a teacher's attention
if a permanent record is to be made of such a complaint. The teacher shall have the right to
make a written explanation of the situation to become part of the teacher's personnel file.
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ARTICLE 5 -ABSENCES
. Section 5.01 Sick Leave
Full time teachers will be granted nineteen (19) days of paid leave per year, to be
credited at the beginning of the school year. Full time teachers will be entitled to an
additional one and one-half (1 1/2) days of paid leave for each month of service completed for
the months of July and August. Paid leave is to accumulate to a maximum of one hundred
and eighty-nine (189) days. Each year teachers shall be notified regarding their balance of
paid leave which has not been used.
A teacher who knows in advance that he/she must be absent on paid or unpaid sick
leave (e.g., scheduled surgery, pregnancy) shall, as soon as practicable after the need for leave
becomes known, give written notice thereof to the District Superintendent which will include
the estimated dates of departure and return from sick leave.
Upon the recommendation of the District Superintendent and approval of the Board of
Education, additional sick leave may be granted in emergency cases resulting from the'
exhaustion of accumulated sick days.
Absence for one of the following reasons shall be deducted from accrued paid leave
time allowance: .
a. Personal illness.
b. Family illness which shall include teacher's husband, wife, mother, father,
son, daughter, father-in-law or mother-in-law provided that the use of paid
leave time allowance for this purpose shall in no case exceed a total often
(10) days in any school year, effective July 1,2003.
c. Personal Business Day'
A teacher may take up to two (2) days of personal leave each school year (i.e.,
from September 1 to June 30, both dates inclusive). The teacher shall give
written notice of intent to take such leave at least two (2) days prior to the date
of requested leave, but if circumstances beyond the teacher's control prevent
the teacher from giving advance written notice, the teacher must make written
application for the leave before the teacher is paid for the day in question. No
particular reason need be given for taking personal leave, but personal leave
must not be used for recreation or for any purpose which reasonably could be
accomplished at a time or on a day when the teacher is not required to be
at work. However, if personal leave is requested for a day which is
consecutive with another day of absence (whether paid or unpaid) or on
the last required teacher attendance day before a recess or holiday or on
the first such day after a recess or holiday, the reason for the day must be
given in writing and the day may be granted at the discretion of the
District Superintendent.
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Section 5.02 Extended Sick Leave
Upon application to the District Superintendent and action of the Board of Education,
additional sick leave not to exceed the number of days of accumulated sick leave credited at
the beginning of the current school year will be granted by the Board of Education provided
the teacher submits a statement from hislher physician noting that he/she is physically unable
to return to hislher teaching duties. Reports from the teacher's physician must be submitted
monthly thereafter, until such time as he/she is capable of returning to hislher teaching duties
or such extended sick leave is exhausted.
The Board reserves the right to request that the teacher be examined by a physician of
their choice at any time during the time of leave under this provision. Should there be conflict
in the opinion of the two (2) physicians, the individual is to be examined by a third physician
agreed upon by the teacher and the Board.
The Board and the teacher will accept the majority opinion of the three (3) examining
physicians. The Board will pay for the examination completed by the physician of their
choice and will share equally with the Association in the cost of the physician mutually
selected.
Section 5.03 Sick Leave Without Pay
Any teacher who exhausts hislher sick leave allowance and any extensions thereof
shall be eligible for sick leave without payor any other benefits for a definite period of time
not to extend beyond the end of the school year in which he/she makes application but subject
to renewal upon further application for an additional year, upon approval of the Board.
Section 5.04 Health Insurance Pavrnents
The teacher may continue membership in the BOCES Blue Cross/Blue Shield plan
during the term of the leave, but charges for such membership must be paid by the individual.
A check from the teacher to cover such charges must be in the BOCES Business Office by the
5th of each month during the term of the sick leave.
.
Section 5.05 Emergency Leave
Effective 7/1/03, up to fiv.edays of bereavement leave, with pay, will be granted for a
death in the immediate family (husband, wife, child, mother or father or anyone who has acted
in that capacity, brother, sister, mother-in-law, father-in-law, grandparent or anyone living in
the immediate family unit). .
Up to one day of bereavement leave, with pay, will be granted for the death of non-
immediate family members (aunt, uncle, spouse's grandparent, brother-in-law, sister-in-law).
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The District Superintendent, in his or her sole discretion, may grant leave to a member
of the bargaining unit for an extraordinary reason other than bereavement. Such leave, if
granted, shall be deducted from the employee's accrual of paid sick leave that is provided for. in
Section 5.01.
Written request for any leave under this Section is to be filed with the District
Superintendent in advance, if possible, or as soon as practicable if the need is not anticipated.
If an employee requests emergency leave in excess of the maximum number of days
specified herein, then such request shall be filed in writing with the District Superintendent
who, in his or her sole discretion, may approve or deny the request.
Section 5.06 Jurv Duty
A teacher who is required to serve on a Jury or subpoenaed as a witness in a school;,.
related case during hours when normally scheduled to work will be paid for such service at the
regular rate of pay provided that he/she:
a. Reports promptly for regularly scheduled hours of working during
which he/she is not required to be on jury duty;
b. Furnishes to BOCES satisfactory evidence from the court of the
jury duty performed;
c. Cooperates with BOCES in obtaining an excuse from jury duty
when BOCES so requests.
Section 5.07 Child Rearing Leave
A teacher may be granted a leave of absence for the purpose of caring for an infant
child just born (in which case the child rearing leave will commence when the teacher is
physically able to resume her duties as certified by her physician) or of caring for a child just
adopted if that child is less than five years old when it begins to live in the teacher's residence
(in which case the child rearing leave will commence when the child comes to live in the
teacher's residence). A child rearing leave is available to both female and male teachers.
A leave of absence shall terminate at the end of one of the four (4) semesters following
the commencement of the leave, inclusive of the semester in which the leave begins. The
termination semester shall be determined by the teacher. The teacher must notify the District
Superintendent in writing of his/her desire to return at least sixty (60) days prior to the date
he/she intends to return. Child rearing leave shall be without any payor any other benefits.
The semester or semesters the teacher was on child rearing leave wili not be counted
as service for salary credit, sick leave, or other benefits based on length of service.
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A teacher who wishes to tenninate a child rearing leave previously requested shall be
entitled to do so until the thirtieth (30th) calendar day after the day on which the leave began.
The teacher will be entitled to return to his/her fonner position and there will be "no
interruption in his/her continuous service for purposes of salary credit, sick leave
accumulation, or other benefits based on length of service.
If the teacher takes a leave for child rearing purposes, the teacher shall be entitled to
return to the teacher's fonner position unless it has been abolished, in which case the teacher
will be entitled to return to any vacant position for which the teacher is fully qualified.
Teachers taking child rearing leave may continue membership in the BOCES Blue
Cross/Blue Shield plan during the tenn of leave, but charges for such membership must be
paid by the individual. A check from the teacher to cover such charge must be in the BOCES
Business Office by the fifth (5th) of each month during the tenn of the leave. Failure to have
such check in the Business Office by the fifth (5th) will result in the automatic cancellation of
the Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverage.
Section 5.08 Conferences
Teachers may request leave to attend conferences, meetings, or workshops related to
the teachers' specific teaching assignment area.
"
All requests for leave under this provision shall be submitted in writing to the District
Superintendent no later than fifteen (15) days prior to the Board meeting before the
conference, meeting or workshop.
Infonnation regarding the cost of attending such conference, meeting or workshop will
be submitted with the leave request.
The Board of Education shall detennine whether or not the leave is to be granted and
the portion of cost to be borne by the Board of Education.
Section 5.09 Benefits Part-time Teachers
A part-time teacher who works at least seventy-five percent (75%) of a regular full-
time teacher's schedule is entitled to all of the benefits provided in this Article 5 except those
provided in 5.08. A part-time teacher who works at least fifty percent (50%) of a regular full-
time teacher's schedule but less than seventy-five (75%) of such a schedule is entitled to one
half the benefits provided in this Article 5 (except those provided in 5.08); that is the number
of days of absence allowed (both current and accumulated) shall be one-half that allowed to a
regular full-time teacher. A part-time teacher who works less than fifty percent (50%) of a
regular full-time teacher's schedule is not entitled to any of the benefits provided in this
Article 5. The pay allowed a part-time teacher for a day of leave pursuant to a provision of
this Article 5 shall be equal to the pay the teacher would have earned if the teacher had
worked on that day.
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Section 5.10 Religious Holidays
A teacher shall be granted an unpaid leave of absence for the purpose of observing a
religious holiday(s). However, a teacher may elect to use personal business days for such
purpose.
ARTICLE 6 - ASSOCIATION-BOCES RELATIONS
Section 6.01 Dues Checkoff and Authorization
Upon the written authorization of a teacher, on a fonn provided by the Association, the
Board will deduct from the salary of its employees such amounts for membership dues as the
employee may specify and will promptly transmit sums to the Association. The Board also
agrees to deduct agency fee. Such deductions will be made in sixteen (16) equal installments
beginning with the third (3rd) pay period in the new school year.
The Association shall provide the Business office, no later than one (1) week prior to
the third (3rd) payroll date of the school year, a list of the authorized deductions, as well as a
list of those who shall have agency fee deducted, accompanied by the original authorization
signed by all new members. .
The Association shall certify to the Board, in writing, the current rate of membership
dues and agency fee. In the event the dues shall change, the Association shall give the Board
thirty (30) days written notice prior to the change.
Any teacher desiring the Board to discontinue dues deductions must notify the Board
in writing. The Board will promptly forward a copy of the teacher's written notice to the
President of the Teachers' Association. The Board will discontinue deductions the first pay
period following receipt of the notice in the Business Office.
Any teacher returning from a Board of Education approved Leave of Absence, or any
teacher hired by the Board of Education during the school year, will be allowed payroll dues
deductions from their date of return or entry to the teaching staff.
The BOCEST A hereby waives all right and claim to said monies so deducted and
transmitted in accordance with this authorization and relieves the BOCES and all its officers
from any liability therefor. The BOCEST A agrees to indemnify the BOCES from any loss
incurred as a result of the deduction of monies from paychecks of members of the negotiating
unit.
Section 6.02 Credit Union Deductions
The Board shall deduct from the salaries of its employees an amount individually and
voluntarily authorized for the Ontario Shores Federal Credit Union and transmit said amount
to such Credit Union.
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The Board shall continue to deduct in the manner prescribed above for the North
Tonawanda Teachers Federal Credit Union for any staff member who was transferred from
the North Tonawanda City School District to Orleans-Niagara BOCES under Section 3014-a
of the Education Law.
Section 6.03 Retirement System Loan Deductions
The Board shall deduct from the salaries of the employees an amount individually and
voluntarily authorized for loan payments to the New York State Teachers Retirement System
and forward such credit to the Retirement System in accordance with existing policy.
Section 6.04 Tax Sheltered Annuity Deductions
The Board shall deduct from the salaries of its employees an amount individually and
voluntarily authorized for tax sheltered annuities.
The teachers shall not be limited to their choice of companies. However, at least 4
common remitters shall be designated as the ~'collecting agent" for all other companies and the
Board shall forward all monies collected to the designated "collecting agent".
Should the Association be unable to secure a "collecting agent" or if after a "collecting
agent" has been secured by the Association, the "collecting agent" declines to act as such
"collecting agent" the Board will have no further obligation to make any deduction except for
deduction payable to Aetna, Canada Life and Connecticut General.
Any teacher desiring the Board to discontinue deductions from tax sheltered annuities
must notify the Board in writing. The deductions shall be discontinued the first pay date
following the receipt of such notice by the Business Office.
Section 6.05 Association Rights
The Association will be given a place on the agenda of the orientation program for
new teachers. The order of placement on the agenda and the time to be allotted will be
determined by the District Superintendent.
The Association shall have the right to use school buildings, facilities and equipment
(under the provisions outlined in Section 414, Education Law). The Association agrees to pay
a reasonable price for use of buildings, facilities and equipment. Such use shall not interfere
with school program or operation, and shall be scheduled or used as approved by the District
Superintendent.
Duly authorized representatives of the Association shall be permitted to transact
official organization business on school property so long as it does not interfere with normal
school operation.
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The Association shall be given an opportunity after adjournment of Administrative
meetings to present brief reports and announcements.
The Association shall have the right to post notices of its activities, and matters of
Association concern on Teacher Bulletin Boards at the principal buildings owned and leased
by BOCES. The Association will provide such bulletin boards at their own expense, and will
assume responsibility for installation, maintenance and upkeep. There shall be no more than
one (1) such board per building and place of installation is to be agreed upon between the
Association and administrator in charge of the building.
Announcement of meetings may be listed in the activity bulletins issued by BOCES.
Whenever representatives of the Association are mutually scheduled by the parties to
participate during working hours in meetings or conferences, they shall suffer no loss of pay.
Section 6.06 Association Business Leave
Effective July 1,2003, the Association shall be granted a maxi~um of twenty (20)
days per year of authorized absence to attend Association Business. Such absences must be
requested by the Association President, in writing, to the District Superintendent at least two
working days prior to the requested date of absence. The Association President will specify
the reason for the request and identify the unit member(s) whose absence is proposed. In the
case of an emergency, the two-day notification will be waived if the Association President
notifies the District Superintendent during the day of such leave. For the ninth and
subsequent days used for Association Business Leave, the Association agrees that it shall
reimburse BOCES the salary that was paid to the substitute for the teacher on such leave. The
Association will be charged one (1) day for each unit member taking a day of absence under
this provision.
Authorized absences for purposes defined in this section shall be granted with full pay
and with no deduction from accumulated sick leave or personal leave allowance.
The rights and privileges of the Association and its representatives as set forth in this
agreement shall be granted only to the Association as the exclusive representative of the
teachers.
Section 6.07 Official Records
The Board shall make available to the Association, upon their request, any official
public records. Representatives of the Association may inspect such records in the Board
office and may make copies of such records at the Association's expense.
Section 6.08 Board Policy
An up-to-date copy of Board policy shall be given to the Association by October 1,
1972. Periodic revisions, as they are written, will be forwarded to the Association.
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Section 6.09 Cost and Distribution of Agreement
Copies of this agreement shall be printed at the expense of the Board. However, it
shall be the obligation of the Association to distribute copies of this contract to members of
the bargaining unit.
The AdministratiQn will notify the President of the Association when a new teacher is
hired.
Section 6.10 Advisorv Council
An advisory council shall be established consisting of six (6) teachers selected by the
President of the BOCES Teachers' Association, representing all major disciplines within the
BOCES, and the District Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent of BOCES. The
council will meet at regularly scheduled intervals throughout the school year. The meetings of
the council shall be devoted to the free discussion of mutual concern to teachers and
administrators.
The council shall first meet during September each year and will determine the
frequency, time and place of subsequent meetings. The agenda for each meeting will be
jointly developed by the District Superintendent and the President of the BOCES Teachers'
Association prior to each meeting. .
There shall be no chairman of the council but a recorder shall be elected to keep a
record of the deliberations of the council.
Section 6.11 NYSUT Benefit Trust Deductions
The BOCES shall deduct from the salaries of the employees an amount individually
and voluntarily authorized in writing for payment to the NYSUT Benefit Trust. Such
deductions will be made in sixteen (16) equal installments beginning with the third (3rd) pay
period in the new school year. The sum so deducted shall be promptly transmitted to the
NYSUT Benefit Trust at an address furn~shed to the BOCES by the Association.
Any teacher desiring the BOCES to discontinue such NYSUT Benefit Trust
deductions must notify the Business Office in writing. The deduction shall be discontinued on
the first pay-date, or as soon as practical thereafter, following the receipt of such notice by the
Business Office.
The NYSUT Benefit Trust, the Association and the employee shall indemnify and
hold the BOCES harmless against any and all suits, claims, demands and liabilities of
whatever nature which may arise out of, or by reason of, any action taken or not taken by
the BOCES in connection with the operation of this Section. Recourse to the grievance and
arbitration procedure contained in Article 7 of this Agreement shall not be a condition
precedent to the BOCES' enforcement of this indemnification and hold harmless provision.
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Section 6.12 VOTE/COPE Payroll Deductions
Effective July 1,2003, the BOCES hereby agrees to implement payroll deductions ,of
VOTE/COPE contributions from employees who voluntarily authorize such deductions using
a form approved by the BOCES. The amount deducted per payroll period shall be that which
is designated by the employee. The Association shall inform the BOCES of the address of
NYSUT VOTE/COPE. 'The sums deducted shall be transmitted to NYSUT VOTE/COPE
within seven business days after the payroll date on which the deductions are made.
Deductions will begin in or before the third payroll period, during the ten-month regular
school year, after the completed authorization form is received in the office of the
administrator having supervision over the Business office. BOCEST A shall defend,
indemnify and hold the BOCES and its agents, representatives and employees harmless from,
for and against any and all suits, claims, demands, judgments, assessed damages and any other
liabilities of whatever nature that may arise out of, or by reason of the deduction and
transmission of monies as provided for in this Section.
Section 6.13 Association President
The District Superintendent or his designee may, in his or her discretion, grant release
time to the Association President so that he or she can perform Association business. Any
request for such release time shall be delivered in writing, if practicable, and shall state the '
reason(s) for the request.
ARTICLE 7 - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
Section 7.01 Definitions
A grievance shall mean a complaint by a teacher, or teachers, in the negotiating unit
that there has been a violation, a misinterpretation, or inequitable application of any of the
provisions of this agreement, however, the term grievance shall not include and the grievance
procedure shall not be used or be available for complaints, disagreements, or disputes about
matters not specifically covered in this agreement such as administration policy on
compensations, working conditions, administrative decisions, and other like matters.
An 'aggrieved person" is the person or persons making the claim.
A "party in interest" is the person or persons making the claim and any persons who
might be required to take action or against whom 'action might be taken in order to resolve the
claim.
"Committee" is the Grievance Committee as established by the Teachers' Association
in accordance with the provision of the Constitution of the Teachers' Association.
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Section 7.02 Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level,
equitable solutions to the problems which may from time to time arise affecting the conditions
of this agreement. Both parties agree that these proceedings will be kept as informal and
confidential as may be appropriate at any level of the procedure.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed as limiting the right of any individual
teacher having a grievance to discuss the matter informally with any appropriate member of
the administration and having the grievance adjusted without intervention of the Association.
In any case, where the issue raised by the grievance affects a group or class of teachers, and
involves the interpretations or meaning of this agreement, the Association shall be present at
such adjustments and shall state its views.
Section 7.03 Procedure - Time Limits
Since it is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as possible, the number of
days indicated at each level should be considered as a maximum and every effort should be
made to expedite the process. In the event a grievance is filed at such time that it cannot be
processed through all the steps in this grievance procedure by the end of the school year, and
if left unresolved until the beginning of the following school year, could result in irreparable
harm to the party in interest, the time limits set forth herein will be reduced so that the
grievance procedure may be exhausted prior to the end of the school year or as soon thereafter
as is practicable.
.
Section 7.04 Stages
Level One. No alleged grievance shall be entertained and shall be deemed waived
unless presented at the first available stage within thirty (30) school days after the aggrieved
party knew or should have known of the act or conditions on which the alleged grievance is
based. A teacher with a grievance will first discuss it with his immediate supervisor directly,
or through some other person as provided in section 7.07 of this agreement, with the object of
resolving the matter informally.
All grievances shall include the name and position of the aggrieved employee, the
identity of the provision of this agreement involved in the said grievance, the time when and
the place where the alleged events or conditions constituting the grievance existed, the identity
of the person responsible for causing the said events or conditions, if known to the aggrieved
person, and a detailed statement of the nature of the grievance and the redress sought by the
aggrieved employee.
Level Two. If a decision has not been rendered within ten (10) school days after
presentation of the grievance, the aggrieved person will have fifteen (15) school days from the
date of presentation of the grievance to appeal in writing to the District Superintendent to
move the grievance to Level Two. Or, ifthe individual is not satisfied with the decision
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rendered at Level One, he/she will have five (5) school days from the date the decision is
delivered to the grievant to appeal in writing'to the District Superintendent to move the
grievance to Level Two. Within fifteen (15) school days after the written grievance, is
received by the District Superintendent, the District Superintendent will meet with the
grievant in an effort to resolve the grievance. The meeting will occur at a time and,location
that are mutually agreed-upon. The District Superintendent will render a decision within ten
(10) school days after the meeting.
Level Three. If a decision has not been rendered by the District Superintendent within
ten (10) school days after the grievant has first met with the District Superintendent, the
aggrieved person will have ten (10) school days after the date of such first meeting with the
District Superintendent to appeal in writing to the Chainnan of the Grievance Committee to
move the grievance to Level Three. Or, if the grievant is not satisfied with the decision
rendered by the District Superintendent at Level Two, he/she will have five (5) school days
from the date the decision is delivered to the grievant to appeal.in writing to the Chainnan of
the Association Grievance Committee. The Committee will consult with the aggrieved and
then with the other parties in interest, Supervisor, and District Superintendent, and/or
Assistant Superintendent.
Within ten (10) school days thereafter, the Committee may refer it to the Board in
writing if it detennines that the grievance is justified and that appealing it is in the best interest
of the school system. The Board at its next regularly scheduled meeting shall meet with the
aggrieved party for the purpose of resolving the grievance. However, the Board may
designate a committee of its members to hear the grievance and report to the Board, which
shall then act upon the request. The Board will notify the aggrieved party within ten (10)
school days of its decision following the meeting with the aggrieved party.
Level Four. If the grievance is not settled at Level Three, the aggrieved party may,
within five (5) school days, submit to the Grievance Committee a request to proceed to
arbitration. The Grievance Committee may, within ten (10) school days after receiving the
aggrieved party's request, submit the grievance to binding arbitration. The individual shall
abide by the decision of the Grievance Committee and shall be barred from further action
under the agreement.
Section 7.05 Arbitration
Unless the BOCES and the Association mutually agree otherwise, each grievance must
be appealed to arbitration in a separate arbitration proceeding.
The Association may appeal a grievance to arbitration by sending a letter to the
American Arbitration Association ("AAA") which specifically identifies the grievance to be
arbitrated and requests the AAA to send to the Association arid to the board clerk's office a list
of names of arbitrators available to hear the grievance. A copy of that letter must be sent to
the office of the District Superintendent as a notice of the appeal. The Voluntary Labor
Arbitration Rules will be used to select the arbitrator.
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The arbitration proceeding shall be governed by the Voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules
of the AAA to the extent that such rules do not conflict with this agreement.
Submission of a grievance at this level shall constitute the sole means for resolving the
grievance. All other courses of action or remedies shall be barred. Election of an alternative
course of action or remedy prior to the submission of a grievance at this stage shall be
considered to be a waiver of the right of an employee to thereafter seek recourse by means of
the grievance procedure.
Section 7.06 Authoritv of Arbitrator
The arbitrator shall limit his/her decision strictly to the application and interpretation
of the provisions of this agreement and he/she shall be without power or authority to make any
decisions contrary to, or inconsistent with, or modifying or varying in any way, the terms of
this agreement or of applicable laws or rules or regulations having the force and effect in Law,
limiting or interfering in any way with the powers, duties and responsibilities of the Board
under its by-law, applicable law, and rules and regulations having the force and effect of law.
The decisions of the arbitrator, if made in accordance with his/her jurisdiction and
authority under this agreement will be accepted as final by the parties to the dispute and both
will abide by it. .
Section 7.07 Right of Teachers to Representation
Any party in interest may be represented at all stages of the grievance procedure by a
person of his/her own choosing.
When a teacher is not represented by the Association, the Association shall have the
right to be present and to state its view at Levels Three and Four of this grievance procedure.
Section 7.08 No Reprisal
No party in interest, member of the Committee, or any other participant in a grievance
procedure shall be penalized in any way or suffer any professional disadvantage by reason of
participation in the processing of any grievance.
.
Section 7.09 Miscellaneous
If, in the judgment of the Committee, a grievance affects a group or class of teachers,
the Committee may submit such grievance in writing to the District Superintendent directly
and the processing of such grievance will be commenced at Level Two. In such a group or
class grievance, the Committee shall have the same status as a grievant.
Decisions rendered at Levels Two and Three of the grievance procedure shall be in
writing setting forth the decision and the reasons therefore shall be transmitted promptly to all
parties in interest and to the Chairman of the Committee.
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Section 7.10 Cost of Arbitration
The cost for the services of the arbitrator, including per diem expenses, if any, and
actual and necessary travel expenses, will be borne equally by the District and the Association.
ARTICLE 8 - COMPENSATION
Section 8.01 Worker's Compensation
If a regular full-time employee or a regular part-time employee is absent from work
because of an illness or injury which is compensable under the Workers' Compensation Law,
he/she shall be allowed paid sick leave during such absence to the extent that he/she has
accumulated sick leave ~vailable. When he/she receives a Workers' Compensation Award for
such illness or injury, the portion of the Award granted covering the time of his/her absence
from work while he/she was on paid sick leave shall be surrendered to the BOCES. Upon
receipt. of that portion of the Award, the employee's sick leave accumulation shall be
recredited with sick leave days in proportion to the ratio between his/her pay and the amount
of the Award for the time in question.
Section 8.02 Salary Schedules
a. Each year there shall be two salary schedules: Schedule NPC and Schedule
PC.
b. Appendix A shows schedules NPC and PC for the period from July 1, 2000
through June 30, 2001.
c. Appendix B shows schedules NPC and PC for the period from July 1, 2001
through June 30, 2002.
d. Appendix C shows schedules NPC and PC for the period from July 1, 2002
through June 30, 2003.
e. Appendix D shows schedules NPC and PC for the period from July 1, 2003
through June 30, 2004.
f. Appendix E shows schedules NPC and PC for the period from July 1, 2004
through June 30, 2005.
g. Appendix F shows schedules NPC and PC for the period from July 1, 2005
through June 30, 2006.
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Section 8.03 Placement and Movement on Salary Schedules
1. A teacher who is permanently certified shall be placed on the PC Schedule. A
teacher who is not permanently certified shall be placed on the NPC Schedule and
shall remain thereon until the teacher files a permanent certificate with the District
Superintendent's office at which time the teacher shall be moved to the PC
Schedule on the same step as the teacher was on the NPC Schedule. If the
permanent certificate has an effective date earlier than the date on which it was so
filed, the salary increase resulting from the move to the PC Schedule shall be
made retroactive to the later of that effective date or July 1st of the fiscal year in
which the certificate was so filed.
2. In his/her first year of employment by BOCES, a teacher shall be placed on that
step of the NPC Schedule or the PC Schedule (as the case may be) which is
mutually agreed to in writing by the teacher and the District Superintendent unless
the teacher is entitled to be placed on a specific step by operation of Law. Each
year thereafter, the teacher shall move to the next higher step, if any, on the salary
schedule if the teacher continues on BOCES' active payroll; if not, the teacher
shall move to the next higher step in the year when the teacher returns to BOCES'
active payroll unless there has been a break in the teacher's continuous service
with BOCES. Notwithstanding the foregoing terms and provisions, any teacher hired
on or after May 1st of a school year shall not be advanced one (1) step on the salary
schedule until the beginning of the school year next following the school year
succeeding his or her appointment.
Notwithstanding the foregoing terms and provisions, the PC schedule shall apply to
teachers with permanent or "professional" certificates and the NPC schedule shall
apply to all other teachers (including but not necessarily limited to those with
temporary licenses or provisional, initial or transitional certificates).
Section 8.04 Tuition Reimbursement
The BOCES will reimburse a teacher on the NPC Schedule for the tuition cost (but not
to exceed the rate per credit hour for tuition paid at the State University of New York College
at Buffalo in effect at the time the teacher took the course) of courses taken provided all of the
following conditions are met:
a. The course is taken at an accredited institution of higher learning beyond
the secondary level.
b. The District Superintendent has approved the course for tuition
reimbursement in advance of the teacher's enrollment in the course.
c. The teacher has presented to the District Superintendent's office
satisfactory documentation evidencing that the teacher achieved a passing
grade in the course and a receipt evidencing payment by the teacher of the
tuition for the course in question.
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Section 8.05 - Differential Pay for Advanced Preparation
1. Only a teacher on the PC Schedule shall be eligible for differential pay.
2. Differential pay shall be granted only for courses begun after the
effective date of a teacher's permanent or "professional" certificate
(as distinguished from any other certificate such as a temporary
license or a provisional, initial or transitional certificate).
3. A teacher shall receive differential pay for no more than sixty (60) hours
above PC. .
4. Effective September 1, 1983, if a teacher has a bachelor's degree,
differential pay shall be granted only for courses approved by the District
Superintendent for such pay in advance of the time the teacher began the
course or at the time the teacher began work for the BOCES as the case
may be.
5. Effective.September 1, 1983, if a teacher does not have a bachelor's
degree, differential pay shall be granted for courses which are either:
a. approved by the District Superintendent for such pay in advance of
the time the teacher began the course; or
b. credited toward that teacher's bachelor degree by the degree-
. granting institution and which are not in excess of the minimum
number of hours necessary for the teacher to earn a bachelor's
degree at that institution.
6. Effective July 1, 2000, the annual rate of differential pay shall be
$55.00 per hour regardless of whether those hours were earned before or
after the effective date.
7.. Effective July 1, 2001, the annual rate of differential pay shall be
$58.00 per hour regardless of whether those hours were earned before or
after the effective date.
8. Effective July 1, 2002, the annual rate of differential pay shall be
$58.00 per hour regardless of whether those hours were earned before or
after the effective date.
9. Effective July 1,2003, the annual rate of differential pay shall be
$60.00 per hour regardless of whether those hours were earned before or
after the effective date.
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10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
Effective July I, 2004, the annual rate of differential pay shall be
$62.00 per hour regardless of whether those hours were earned before or
after the effective date.
Effective July I, 2005, the annual rate of differential pay shall be
$65.00 per hour regardless of whether those hours were earned before or
after the effective date
Hours granted for experience only or for having passed an examination
only are not eligible for differential pay.
It is the teacher's responsibility to submit to the District Superintendent's
office satisfactory documentary evidence that a course has been passed. If
such evidence is submitted in the months of March, April, May, June,
July, August or September, the teacher's pay for the school year
commencing in September will be increased by the full amount specified
in paragraph 6 above. If such evidence is submitted in the months of
October, November, December, January or February, the teacher's pay for
the same school year will be increased by one-half the amount specified in
paragraph 6 above.
Twenty (20) clock hours of in-service work shall equal one (1) graduate
credit hour. Effective with the signing of this agreement eligible
teachers (those with permanent certification who satisfy the criteria set
forth below) may convert up to a maximum of two hundred (200)
future hours of in-service work into graduate study for salary
(differential pay) purposes. For an in-service course to qualify for in-
service credit the course must:
(a) have the prior approval of the District Superintendent
or hislher designee
be formal training related to the teacher's assignment
(activities such as curriculum writing, etc. .shall not be
eligible for approval)
be conducted beyond the school day and
be completed at the teacher's own expense
(b)
(c)
(d)
NOTE: In agreeing to the new salary provisions -- new Sections 8.02, 8.03, and 8.04, the
Association and the District agree to the following special applications thereof;
a. Austin Jaques will be placed on the PC column when the SED certifies
that he has sufficient hours for permanent certification even though the
certificate is not granted because of citizenship. .
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b. If the certification for psychologist requires 60 hours, the psychologists
will be placed on the PC column when certified and will be paid for 30
hours beyond PC.
c. Teachers who were certified with a bachelors degree will be placed on the
PC column and will be paid' for hours earned after certification as per the
Agreement.
d. With respect to teachers on the BA column who were hired prior to
September 1, 1983, and who were not then pennanently certified, if
such a teacher was, as of September 1, 1983, being paid for hours
beyond the BA column, he/she will continue to be paid for such hours at
the amount of$48.00 per hour. For hours taken on or after. September 1,
1983, but prior to going on the PC schedule, tuition will be reimbursed
pursuant to Section 8.04.
Section 8.06 Advanced Degree Supplement
For attainment of a Master's Degree, an additional stipend of eight hundred fifty
dollars ($850) per year shall be added, effective July 1, 2000. The stipend shall be nine
. hundred dollars ($900.00), effective July 1, 2001; nine hundred dollars ($900.00), effective
July 1, 2002; nine hundred twenty five dollars ($925), effective July 1, 2003; one thousand
dollars ($1,000), effective July 1, 2004 and one thousand dollars ($1,000), effective July 1,
2005. When such degree is earned at the end of the fall academic semester and claimed for
the second half of the school year, the teacher shall be entitled to fifty percent (50%) of the
. annual supplement.
Section 8.07 Differential Pay for Special Education Teachers
Teachers employed by this BOCES during the 1972-73 school year who were paid a
five hundred ($500.00) dollar differential as a part of their 1972-73 salary will continue to be
paid a five hundred ($500.00) dollar differential as a part of their salary for the tenn of this
agreement provided they maintain continuous employment.
This five hundred ($500.00) dollar differential will not apply for teachers employed on
or after July 1, 1973. .
Section 8.08 Payroll Periods
. Payroll periods shall be every two .weeks. Employees may annually exercise the
option of receiving their salary in amounts calculated for twenty-one (21) or twenty-five (25)
pay periods. Option cards are to be filed with the Business Office by Thursday of the first
week school is in session in September. Any teacher failing to file an option card by Thursday
of the first week school is in session will be paid on a twenty-one (21) pay period basis.
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Section 8.09 Services Beyond the Regular Teaching Year, Summer In-service and
Curricula Work, In-service Presentations
1. A teacher employed during the months of July and August to provide teaching
services as an extension of his/her teaching assignment for the regular teaching
year will be paid one-tenth (111Oth) of his/her regular salary for each month's
work or one-two hundredth (1/200th) of his/her regular salary for each extra day.
The regular teaching year is defined as that period. falling between September 1st
and June 30th. However, should mandated or permissive legislation be enacted
permitting school year change, BOCES will establish the school year to be
consistent with the majority of its component district members. BOCES' teachers
who were employed for the previous year's summer session, and who received a
satisfactory evaluation for such service, shall, tenure area and certification status
permitting, receive preference in hiring for summer session.
2. The District Superintendent shall decide each year when and if a summer
curriculum study is to be undertaken. He will define the product which is to be
produced and will post each position in all BOCES centers and send a copy to the
BOCESTA president for distribution. Posting shall be done at least ten (10) days
prior to the end of the school year. The District Superintendent shall determine
the personnel to be involved in the activities which lead to th~ final product. All
applicants will receive equal consideration from the District Superintendent. The
District Superintendent shall have sole discretion on the selection of personnel
and his determination shall be final and binding. Effective July 1,2003,
summer curricular work shall be compensated at the rate of $20.00 per hour,
for all hours worked up to the maximum set by the District Superintendent
for the study.
3. Summer in-service work shall be compensated at the rate of 70% of the rate for
summer curricula work.
4. Effective July I, 2003, teachers who are asked and agree to perform in in-service
presentations at times other than their regularly scheduled working day and monthly
faculty meetings shall be paid $20.00 per hour for such presentations.
Section 8.10 Head Teacher
The head teacher shall receive an additional stipend of nine hundred ($900.00) dollars
per year.
Section 8.11 Social Security
In the event the Orleans-Niagara BOCES is considering withdrawing its membership
from the Social Security System it must notify BOCEST A for their input prior to a decision.
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Section 8.12 Health Insurance
The Board will pay one hundred (100) percent of the premiums for individual and
family coverage for health insurance for all full-time professional personnel during each year
of this contract and for such part-time personnel who work at least seventy-five percent (75%)
of a regular full-time teacher's schedule. The Board will pay fifty percent (50%) of the
premiums for a part-time teacher who works at least fifty percent (50%) of a regular full-time
teacher's schedule, but less than seventy-five percent (75%) of such a schedule, if the part-
time teacher desires the coverage and authorizes the balance of the premium to be deducted
from the teacher's pay. A part-time teacher who works less than fifty percent (50%) of a
regular full-time teacher's schedule is not eligible to be covered in this health insurance
program.
Effective July 1, 2004, full-time professional personnel and part-time personnel who
work at least 75% of a regular full-time teacher's schedule shall pay an annual premium co-
payment to participate in such insurance. The annual premium co-payment shall be five
percent (5%) of the premium in effect on July 1,2004 and such amount shall not exceed $200
(single), $390 (2-person), $585 (family).
Effective July 1, 2004: Enrollees in the traditional indemnity health insurance plan
who are employed at least .5 FTE but less than. 75 FTE shall be eligible to receive premium
contributions from the BOCES equal to one-half of the premium contributions that the
BOCES would make on behalf of an employee who is employed at least. 75 full-time
equivalent (FTE) status.
A part-time teacher who works less than fifty percent (50%) of a regular full-time
teacher's schedule (.5 FTE) is not eligible to be covered in this health insurance program.
BOCES shall be authorized to deduct required premium contributions from each unit
member's salary.
The coverage shall be BOCES Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Westem New York which
shall include co-pay prescription rider and riders 8 (unmarried dependent children), 18
(preventive care for newborns), 24 (hospice), 25 (out patient psychiatric care) and 36
(managed benefits).
The above health insurance program is contingent upon the agreement of Blue
Cross/Blue Shield to include the BOCES in such programs.
BOCES shall implement an 80120 co-insurance plan with single coverage limit of
$500, family coverage limit of$I,OOO, with a deductible of$100 for single coverage and $200
for family coverage. Effective January 1, 2004, the deductible shall be $200 for single
coverage and $400 for family coverage. The plan will include a co-payment of $0 for generic
prescription drugs and $5 for non-generic prescription drugs. Effective
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January 1, 2004, the prescription co-payment shall be $3 for each generic prescription,
$5 for each preferred brand name prescription and $8 for each non-preferred brand name
prescription.
The BOCES shall have"the right to self insure the health care and dental care schedules
of benefits provided the schedule of benefits is substantially equivalent to the plan existing on
the date of self-funding. Additionally, the BOCES shall have the right to select the health
insurance carrieres), plan administrator(s) and health insurance planes), provided that the
schedule of benefits and plan administration are substantially equivalent to the plan existing
on the date on which a change in carrieres), administrator(s) or planes) is made. The BOCES
agrees to consult with BOCEST A before a change is made.
Section 8.13 Managed Care Health Coverage
The BOCES will make available one or more managed care plans (which may
include, as examples, a Health Maintenan.ce Organization (HMO) plan, a Preferred Provider
Organization (PPO) plan or a Point of Service (POS) plan), which eligible unit members may
choose in lieu of traditional indemnity coverage provided for in Section 8.12 of the collective
bargaining agreement. The BOCES shall determine which managed care planes) are made
available. The Board will pay one hundred (100) percent of the premiums for individual,
family and two-person coverage for health insurance for full-time professional personnel
during each year of this contract and for such part-time personnel who work at least seventy-
five percent (75%) of a regular full-time teacher's schedule. The Board will pay fifty percent
(50%) of the premiums for a part-time teacher who works at least fifty percent (50%) of a
regular full-time teacher's schedule, but less than seventy-five percent (75%) of such a
schedule, if the part-time teacher desires the coverage and authorizes the balance of the
premium to be deducted from the teacher's pay. A part-time teacher who works less than
fifty percent (50%) of a regular full-time teacher's schedule is not eligible to be covered in
this health insurance program.
The eligibility requirements for health coverage shall be those which are set forth in
Section 8.12. Unit members meeting the eligibility requirements for health coverage shall
select coverage under either the traditional indemnity plan provided for in Section 8.12, or a
managed care plan provided for in this section, during the month of June. The election must
be delivered to the Labor Relations office during the month of June, and shall be binding upon
the unit member for the duration of the succeeding fiscal year.
If a managed care plan is discontinued, or if the co-payments are increased or the level
of benefit altered, then unit members enrolled in that plan shall be given an opportunity to
enroll in either the traditional indemnity plan provided for in Section 8.12 or an alternative
managed care plan if such an alternative plan is made available by the BOCES.
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Section 8.14 Duplicate Coverage and Alternative to Health Insurance
1. Any employee who is the beneficiary of fully paid Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverage.
with another employer, at least equivalent to that paid by the Board, is
expected not to participate in the Board's program.
2. Unit members currently enrolled in the BOCES health insurance plan, and new
unit members at the time of hire, may elect to forego the health insurance plan in
effect at that time. Upon execution of a notarized health insurance waiver (See
Appendix G), to be filed prior to June 1 preceding the new school year, unit
members will receive one of the following, effective July 1,2003:
a. If eligible for a family health insurance policy, an amount of
$1,000, payable in two payments of$500 each.
1st payment - July
2nd payment - January
= $500
= $500
b. If eligible for a single health insurance policy, an amount of
$500, payable in two payments of $250 each.
1st payment - July
2nd payment - January
= $250
.
= $250
3. The benefits under this buy-out provision shall be pro-rated for unit members
hired after September 1, and for unit members working less than full time, if
eligible. .
4. Unit members must provide proof of health insurance coverage from another
source at the time of application for this alternative benefit.
5. Any unit member who takes part in this program who, through no fault of said
member, loses the insurance coverage referred to in Section 4, above, will be able
to enroll in the District Plan immediately with no waiting periods or exclusions
and said payment referred to in Section 2, above, will be pro-rated.
6. Unit members who do not elect this benefit will not suffer any tax
liability. .
Section 8.15 Health Insurance Upon Retirement
1. The following plan is in lieu of any and all plans to "buy back" unused sick leave.
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2. Effective July 1, 1986, a teacher retires from the service ofBOCES pursuant to the
New York State Teachers' Retirement System and was covered on the effective date of
his/her retirement by a health insurance plan provided pursuant to this agreement,
he/she will be eligible for continued coverage under a health insurance plan for the
number of months shown below opposite the number of full years of continuous full-
time service to BOCES which he/she had completed as of the effective date of his/her
retirement:
Years' Service Months' Coverage
10, but less than 15 years 12 months
15, but less than 20 years 24 months
20, but less than 25 years 48 months
25 years or more 84 months
The first month of such continued coverage shall be the month which includes the
effective date of the teacher's retirement.
3. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 2 above, if the retired teacher dies
before exhausting the earned health insurance benefit, such continued coverage
shall remain in effect for the retired teacher's spouse until the benefit is exhausted.
Continued coverage for the retired teacher's spouse shall terminate if he or she
becomes covered by an employer-paid health insurance plan with equal or better
coverage.
4. Such continued coverage shall be on a single basis if that was the basis of the
retired teacher's coverage with BOCES on the effective date of his/her retirement.
Such continued coverage shall be on a family basis if that was the basis of the
retired teacher's coverage with BOCES on the effective date of his/her retirement,
but shall be converted to single coverage if and when, during the applicable
number of months specified during paragraph 2 above, any of the following
occurs:
a. the retired teacher's spouse dies, or
b. the retired teacher ceases to be married, or
c. the retired teacher's spouse becomes covered by an employer-paid health
insurance plan with equal or better coverage.
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.. 5. Such continued coverage shall be under the health insurance plan provided by this
agreement or successors thereto as the same may be modified provided, however,
that BOCES may substitute coverage under Blue Cross-Blue Shield "65"
coverage when the retired teacher, the retired teacher's spouse, or both become
eligible therefor. When a retired teacher who is eligible for coverage pursuant to
this Section 8.15 becomes eligible for Medicare or Medicaid and is required to
pay a supplementary premium therefor (either directly or through a deduction
from social security payments), the BOCES will reimburse the retired teacher up
to the full amount of such supplementary premium (provided, however, that the
total amount paid by the District for the health insurance premium and the
supplementary premium reimbursement to such a retired teacher does not exceed
the amount paid by the District for the premium for a retired teacher who is not
eligible for Medicare or Medicaid) once every three months on presentation to the
Business Office of satisfactory written evidence of such payments or deductions
for the previous three months.
6. As used in paragraph 2 above, the phrase "years continuous full-time service":
a. begins on the date when the teacher last began work for BOCES pursuant
to a probationary appointment except as spelled out in para. 6e below;
b. does not include any prior service to BOCES even though it may have
been pursuant to a probationary appointment;
c. does not include any time when the teacher was on a Board of Education
approved paid or unpaid leave of absence; .
d. does not include any time when the teacher was on a preferred eligible list
pursuant to Section 2510 ofthe New York Education Law (but this does
not apply to any continuous period of time on such a list which began at.
the end of one school year and ending with the beginning of the
immediately succeeding school year by virtue of the teacher being recalled
to fill an unencumbered vacancy);
e. does not include any period of time when the teacher is filling a vacancy
encumbered by another teacher, unless one semester or more;
f. does not include any period of time when the teacher was teaching on a
part-time basis;
g. includes such service previously rendered to a component district which is
consecutive with the teacher starting with BOCESpursuant to Section
3014-a of the New York Education Law; and
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h. includes services rendered on a part-time basis that was the result of Board
action, and not the teacher's request reducing the individual from a full
time position to something less.
Although the time periods referred to in subparagraphs (c), (d), (e) and (f) above do
not count as "service" for purposes of paragraph 2 above, such periods do not interrupt
"continuous service" for purposes of that paragraph.
7. A retired teacher will be eligible for the coverage provided herein only if he/she
gives to the District Superintendent/Chief Executive Officer, not later than January 1st
of the calendar year which includes the teacher's effective date of retirement, a written
resignation because of retirement setting forth the effective date of such resignation
. because of retirement.
8. For those retiring on or after July 1,2004, the same premium contributions (for
coverage) and health insurance plan afforded to active unit members shall be
applicable to all retirees receiving coverage under this section.
Section 8.16 Retiree Membership in Health Insurance Program
Eligible employees who retire on or after July 1, 1986, shall be allowed to participate
in the group health insurance plan furnished under this agreement at their own expense for so
long as they meet the following conditions:
a. The retiree must have been employed by the BOCES in the full-time capacity for
a minimum often consecutive years prior to retirement (for the purposes of this
provision only, a period of paid or unpaid leave granted pursuant to this
Agreement shall not cause a break in a period of consecutive service, but such
time shall not be counted toward the ten-year minimum period of consecutive
service required under this provision);
b. The retiree must not be employed to teach by any entity in any capacity, except as
a per diem substitute teacher or as a regular substitute teacher for a period of less
than one full school year;
c. (1) The retiree's payment for the total amount of the premium due for the first
two months of hislher coverage must be received in the Business Office prior to
the fifth day of the first month of such coverage, and
(2) thereafter the retiree's payment for the total amount of the premium due for
hislher coverage must be received in the Business Office prior to the fifth day of
the month prior to the month in which the premium is due, provided that the
retiree shall be deemed to have complied with subdivision (2) of this provision so
long as hislher payment is received in the Business Office prior to the fifth day of
the month in which the premium is due;
.
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d. (1) If he/she is not eligible for health insurance under paragraph 8.15 of this
Agreement, the employee must have given notice in writing to the Business
Office of hislher intention to elect coverage under this provision prior to the
effective date of hislher retirement;
(2) If the employee is eligible for health insurance coverage under paragraph 8.15
of this Agreement, the employee must give written notice to the Business Office
ofhislher intention to elect coverage under this provision no later than thirty (30)
days prior to the termination of his/her coverage under paragraph 8.15 of this
Agreement.
Should the retiree at any time fail to meet any of. the above-stated conditions of
eligibility, he/she shall be dropped from this program for retiree health insurance benefits and
shall not be eligible to re-enter said program at any time in the future, in such case, the
BOCES shall have no obligation to provide the retiree with health insurance coverage.
. The entire cost of all premiums for each retiree participating in this program is the
responsibility of the individual retiree, and the BOCES has no financial responsibility to
contribute toward the payment of premiums in connection with this program.
Unused and accumulated sick days in excess of one hundred and ninety (190) days
may be converted to pay for health insurance premiums in blocks of forty (40) days to cover
the payment of premiums during a maximum period of two (2) years after the effective date of
retirement providing that the teacher has fifteen (15) years of continuous service in the
BOCES and has filed an irrevocable letter of retirement with the New York State Teachers
Retirement System.
As an alternative, the retiring teacher may elect to receive a lump sum cash payment.
The election must be made, in writing, sixty (60) days prior to the effective date of retirement.
Payment will be made by BOCES no later than sixty (60) days after the effective date of
retirement. The calculation for accumulated sick days shall be made on the basis of 1/200th
of the teacher's salary for the school year immediately preceding the effective date of
retirement.
Effective on the first official day of the 1999-2000 school year, an employee may elect
to receive a cash payment, in lieu of health insurance, for unused and accumulated sick leave
days in excess of one hundred and ninety (190) days according to the following:
A. An employee who on the first official day of the 1999-2000 school year, is
at Step 15 or higher of the salary schedule, shall be entitled to receive a
cash payment equal to 1I200th of the teacher's salary for the school year
immediately preceding the effective date of retirement for each day of
unused or accumulated sick leave in excess of 190 days provided,
however, the cash payment shall not exceed the employee's total salary in
that year. Such teachers shall be eligible for this benefit until September
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1,2009, or until the first year that the teacher is eligible to retire without
penalty under the New YorkState Teachers' Retirement System,
whichever occurs later. Once eligibility has expired, teachers covered by
this provision may elect the cash-in option provided below.
B. All other employees shall be entitled to cash-in unused and accumulated
sick days in excess of 190 days to a maximum of one hundred ninety (190)
days for cash and a medical fund. A maximum of one hundred (100) days
may be exchanged for a cash payment based on 1I200th of the employee's
salary for the school year immediately preceding the effective date of
retirement for each sick day. Days not converted to cash may be
converted, using the same formula, to a medical fund which will provide
benefits to the employee until the money is expended.
In all cases, the retiring teacher must make an election for cash payment, in writing,
sixty (60) days prior to the effective date of retirement. Payment will be made by BOCES no
later than sixty (60) days after the effective date of retirement.
e. If a retired teacher dies while still a member of the BOCES Group Health
Insurance plan, his or her spouse shall be eligible to receive single coverage in the
group plan until the spouse reaches age sixty-five (65). Such coverage shall be
contingent upon the surviving spouse's compliance with Section 8.16(c)(l) above.
Section 8.17 Member Benefit Trust Fund
1. EffeCtive July 1, 1995, the BOCES hereby establishes a Member Benefit Trust
Fund for each member of the bargaining unit for the purpose of reimbursing that
unit member for dental, corrective lens, or chiropractic expenses.
2. Beginning on July 1,2003, BOCES shall contribute the sum of$350 per fiscal
year (July 1, 2003 through June 30, 2004 both dates inclusive) to each unit member's
fund. If a unit member begins work for BOCES after July 1st or returns from an
unpaid leave of absence or period of layoff of one semester or more after July 1st,
BOCES contribution to the Fund for that fiscal year shall be reduced by one
twelfth for each month of that fiscal year during which the unit member was not
on the BOCES active payroll. For purposes of the preceding sentence, a unit
member shall be regarded as having been on the active payroll of BOCES for a
full month if he/she began work or returned to work prior to the 16th calendar day
of the month. (Exception: Those unit members newly appointed effective
September 1, shall be entitled to the full amount.) No further payments shall be
required under this section and upon administration of the supplemental fund during
the months July and August 2004, this contract section shall be deemed null and void.
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3.
4.
5.
Full-time long-term substitutes appointed by the Board of Education shall be
entitled to an individual Fund pursuant to terms afforded a regular teacher as per
paragraph 2. BOCES has no obligation to establish a Member Benefit Trust Fund.
for a part-time teacher. (Exceptions: 1. For the purpose of this article, part-time
teaching is defined as being employed 75% FTE or less. 2. Any teacher who is
reduced from a full-time position by BOCES. will be entitled to full coverage
under this article; if the teacher requests a reduction in full-time employment, the
teacher waives their rights to coverage under this article).
When a unit member submits to the BOCES Business Office a copy of a paid bill
from the service provider, BOCES shall reimburse the teacher for the amount of
that bill provided that the service was rendered to the unit member, the unit
member's spouse, unit member's dependent child up to age 21 or if in college up
to age 23, and provided further that the amount of that bill together with all
previous bills reimbursed during the current fiscal year do not exceed the amount
in the unit member's fund. Bills will be paid and charged in the school fiscal year
they are received in the BOCES' Business Office.
Any amount which cannot be expended for dental, corrective lens, or chiropractic
services shall be placed in a supplemental fund for the benefit of all teachers for
the current fiscal year. If at the end of the current fiscal year there is remaining in
a teacher's fund all or any portion of the BOCES contribution for that fiscal year,
up to $100 thereof may be carried over into that teacher's fund for the succeeding
fiscal year, but a teacher may not accumulate more than $450.00 in his or her
supplemental fund. A teacher may receive payment from'such supplemental fund
pursuant to the following procedures and conditions of eligibility:
a. The teacher must have used the total amount of monies available to
himlher in his/her fund for the fiscal year in which application is made,
including the amounts contributed by the BOCES for that fiscal year and
any amounts carried forward from prior fiscal years;
b. All bills submitted by the teacher for payment from hislher fund in that
fiscal year must have been incurred and paid in that same fiscal year;
c. The bills for which the teacher seeks reimbursement from the
supplemental fund must have been incurred and paid prior to June 30 of
the fiscal year in which application is made;
d. Application for reimbursement from such fund must be made on a separate'
form provided by the BOCES and must be accompanied by copies of the .
paid bills;
e. Application for monies from the supplemental fund must be made by July
15 of the next fiscal year;
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g.
h.
6.
7.
8.
Paid bills will be reimbursed for the same services as set forth in the
second portion of Paragraph 4 of this Section 8.17;
Supplemental fund monies will be distributed equally amongst those
teachers who have followed those provisions herein;
Except as provided in paragraph g, if the total dollar amount of the
requests received from the teachers in the fiscal year exceeds the amount
of monies available in the supplemental fund, each teacher requesting such'
funds will receive a pro rata reimbursement equal to the dollar amount of
the teacher's individual request multiplied by the figure obtained by
dividing the total dollar amount available in the supplemental fund by the
total dollar amount of the request.
Carryover amounts from preceding fiscal years which are unused at the end of the
current fiscal year may be carried over into succeeding fiscal years provided that
the carryover amount shall not cause the total amount in the teacher's fund on July
1st of the succeeding fiscal year to exceed $450:00. Any amount which cannot be
carried over because of the preceding limitation shall revert to the supplemental
fund for the benefit of all teachers for the current fiscal year. If all of such
supplemental funds are not used pursuant to the conditions of paragraph 5 such
funds shall then revert to the BOCES' General Fund for its general use and shall
not thereafter be available to the teachers.
The Fund established for each teacher is unique to that teacher. No portion of one
teacher's fund may be transferred to any other teacher. However, where two
spouses are both employed by BOCES, each of them shall have such a fund available
for use.
Each bill submitted for reimbursement must indicate the name and address of the
provider of the service, the nature of the service, the amount charged for the
service, and the fact that the amount has been paid and not reimbursed from
another source, be it another family member in a Benefit Trust Fund or with
Insurance coverage.
Section 8.18 Safety Glasses
.1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Upon request from a teacher who teaches one or more of the following classes:
Agriculture Mechanics
Air ConditioninglRefrigeration
Auto Body
Auto Mechanics
Auto Services
Building Trades
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
Carpentry
Electricity/Electronics
Machine Tool
Diesel Mechanics
Welding
Conservation
OST -Manufacturing
OST- Building Trades
OST - Shop
EHlInd. Arts,
the BOCES shall provide to that teacher one pair of American All Safe safety glasses (Lot
Number 12620) with wire cups at no cost to the teacher, but no more than one such request
shall be honored from a teacher during any three year period of his/her employment which
begins after the execution of this Agreement.
Section 8.19 . Mileage Allowance
Mileage allowance, shall be paid to teachers who are authorized by the District
Superintendent to use their personal automobile for travel when on BOCES business.
The District Superintendent will be responsible for the specification of the number of
miles to .be paid to teachers for travel. Teachers required to travel from their first assigned
duty station to another station, or stations, during a single day shall be paid for such travel
between duty stations.
Teachers whose duties include visiting employers and parents are to keep a log of
actual miles traveled for such duties, showing dates, locations, purpose of calls, and actual
miles driven, and submit same with each claim. Claims for each month, except June, must be
submitted within five working days after the end of each month. The claim for June must be
submitted on the last day of teacher attendance in June. It shall be the responsibility of the
teacher to file this claim as per this paragraph.
The President of BOCESTA shall be responsible for informing the District
Superintendent, in writing, at least seven (7) calendar days prior to the regularly scheduled
monthly Board of Education meeting of any change in the previous month's IRS mileage
allowance, which is in effect on that date (on the date such change is submitted to the District
Superintendent), per the Internal Revenue Service for the 1st 15,000 miles of travel. At the
regularly scheduled monthly Board of Education meeting indicated above, the Board of
Education shall adjust the mileage allowance rate then in effect to the new IRS rate effective
the date of receipt by the District Superintendent from the Association President. Payments
for any mileage incurred by a staff member prior to the effective date of the District
Superintendent's action shall be at the rate prevailing on the day the mileage was traveled.
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There shall be no retroactivity in the mileage allowance rates even if the Internal
Revenue Service rate changes are made retroactive other than permitted in the preceding
paragraph.
The Board shall provide a non-ownership policy ($100,000-$500,000) to cover
personnel while driving on business for BOCES.
Section 8.20 Damage to Personal Property
A teacher shall be reimbursed for reasonable and documented cost of replacing or
repairing clothing, dentures, eyeglasses or hearing aids not covered by Workers'
Compensation which are damaged, destroyed, or lost as a result of any injury or assault
sustained in the discharge of hislher duties within the scope of hislher employment. This shall
be limited to a maximum of$150.00 per occurrence.
A written report of the incident and resulting damage referred to in this Section, with
documentation, must be filed with the District Superintendent within three (3) working days
of said incident.
Section 8.21 Flexible Spending Account
BOCES will enact a Flexible Spending Account for each employee covered under the
contract by July 1, 1995.
The Flexible Spending Account will have no annual minimum, but the annual
maximum will be the IRS allowable for day care and five thousand dollars ($5,000) for
medical, effective July 1, 2003.
All employees that meet the eligibility requirements set forth in the Plan HigWights are
eligible to participate in the Flexible Benefit Plan.
A Plan participant, upon termination of employment for whatever reason, agrees to
reimburse the employer for any claims paid which exceed their Plan balance.
Section 8.22 Section 105h Plan
Effective September 1,2004, the BOCES shall establish amedical reimbursement plan
in accordance with Section 105h of the Internal Revenue Code. The BOCES contribution
shall be $350 per plan year for each unit member who is employed at least .75 FTE. A unit
member who is involuntarily reduced below .75 FTE shall continue to be entitled to receive
the full amount referenced herein. If a unit member begins work for BOCES after July 1 or
returns from an unpaid leave of absence or period of layoff of one semester or more after July
1st,then BOCES contribution to the 105h account shall be reduced by one-twelfth for each
month of that fiscal year during which the unit member was not on the BOCES' active payroll.
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For the purposes of the preceding sentence, a unit member shall be regarded as having been on
BOCES' active payroll for a full month if he/she began work or returned to work prior to the"
16thcalendar day of the month. However, those unit members appointed effective September
1st shall be entitled to receive the full amount. Unused funds in the accountmay accrue to a
maximum of$I,500. Unused funds in excess of$I,500 shall revert to BOCES. The plan
document shall be developed by BOCES in accordance with the Internal Revenue Code.
aJ~~ ~ £.
CLARK J. DSHALL STIN B. STERLING
District Superintendent . President
Orleans-Niagara BOCES Orleans-Niagara BOCES Teachers'
Association
J~
rj;;j~~3 Y/9ft3
Date / /Date
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IAPPENDIX A
2000-2001
SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP LESS THAN
PERMANENT
CERTIFICATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
29,071
29,956
30,744
31,410
32,473
32,997
33,640
34,814
35,737
36,618
37,899
39,179
40,462
41,743
43,024
44,307
45,611
46,919
48,225
51,918
59,020
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PERMANENT
CERTIFICATION
31,609
32,347
33,088
33,773
35,148
36,528
37,990
39,727
41,229
42,642
44,012
45,439
47,039
47,341
48,477
49,826
51,172
52,842
53,562
54,449
64,065
APPENDIX B
.'2001-2002
SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP LESS THAN PERMANENT
PERMANENT CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION
1 30,071 33,109
2 30,956 33,847
3 31,744 34,588
4 32,410 35,273
5 33,473 36,648
6 33,997 38,028
7 34,640 39,490
.8 35,814 41 ,227
9 36,737 43,198
10 37;618 44,142
11 38,899 44,695
12 40,179 45,487
13 41,462 47,141
14 42,743 48,977
15 44,024 50,826
16 45,307 52,600
17 46,611 53,800
18 47,919 54,800
19 49,225 56,000
20 52,918 57,000
21 60,020 65,965
43
APPENDIX C
2002-2003
SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP LESS THAN
PERMANENT
CERTIFICATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
31,271
32,158
32,944
33,610
34,673
35,197
35,840
37,014
37,937
38;818
40,099
41,379
42,662
44,243
45,524
46,807
48,111
49,419
50,725
54,418
61,520
44
PERMANENT
CERTIFICATION
34,609
35,347
36,088
36,773
38,148
39,528
40,990
42,727
44,698
45,642
46,195
46,987
48,941
51,000
53,350
55,200
56,900
58,100
59,300
61,500
67,315
APPENDIX D
2003-2004
SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP LESS THAN
PERMANENT
CERTIFICATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
32,471
33,356
34,144
34,810
35,873
36,397
37,040
38,214
39,137
40,018
41,299
42,579
43,862
45,443
47,024
48,307 .
49,611
50,919
52,225
55,918
63,000
45
PERMANENT
CERTIFICA TION
36,000
36,600
37,300
38,000
39,500
41,000
42,200
44,300
46,300
47,200
48,000
49,000
51,100
52,300
55,300
57,200
58,500
60,500
62,000
63,300
70,100
APPENDIX E
2004-2005
SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP LESS THAN
PERMANENT
CERTIFICATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
34,246
35,131
35,919
36,585
37,648
38,172
38,815
39,989
40,912
41,793
43,074
44,354
45,637
47,218
48,799
50,082
51,611
52,919
54,225
57,918
65,000
46
PERMANENT
CERTIFICATION
38,600
39,000
40,000
41,000
42,000
43,400
44,900
46,400
48,500
50,200
51,100
52,000
53,000
55,000
57,400
59,600
61 ,200
62,200
64,000
65,300
72,690
APPENDIX F
2005-2006
SALARY SCHEDULE
STEP LESS THAN
PERMANENT'
CERTIFICATION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
35,446
36,331
37,119
37,785
38,848
39,372
40,015
41,189
42,112
42,993
44,274
45,554
46,837
48,418
49,999
51,282
52,811
54,119
55,425
59,118
66,200
47
PERMANENT
CERTIFICATION
41,100
41,500
42,000
43,000
44,000
45,400
47,400
48,300
50,000
52,700
54,000
55,000
56,000
57,000
58,500
61,000
62,800
64,900
66,500
68,000
76,000
APPENDIX G
HEALTH INSURANCE WAIVER
BY EXECUTING THIS APPUCATION
I WAIVE MY EUGIBILITY FOR COVERAGE
UNDER THE BOCES HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN.
I hereby for myself, my heirs, executors and administrators, waive my rights to BOCES-
provided health insurance coverage pursuant to the CollectiveBargainingAgreement(s) between the
Orleans-Niagara BOCESand the Orleans-Niagara BOCESAssociation of
Teachers
I understand the RISKinherent in electing the Health Insurance Waiver Option and assume
,
any and all responsibilityfor said RISKto myself, my heirs, executors and administrators.
I release any and all rights and claims I may have against the Orleans-Niagara BOCES
and/or the Orleans-NiagaraBOCESAssociationof
Teachers and their respective
representatives as a result of my waiver of health insurance coverage to which I was previously
entitled.
I understand that once this withdrawal of health insurance is in effect, I may not re-enter any
BOCESprovided insurance plan until the followingschool year (July 1), except as may otherwise be
provided in my CollectiveBargainingAgreement.
I have read the above waiver and the applicable contractual provisions. in the Agreement
between the Orleans-Niagara BOCESand the Orleans-Niagara BOCESAssociation of
Teachers and I fully understand the terms of the contract and
this waiver.
v Signed in the presence of a Notary Public v
Employee's Signature Date
Subscribed and sworn to before me this_ day of .20
NOTARY PUBUC
COVERAGE
Family 0 Two-Person 0
Original - Personnel File / Copy - Health Insurance File /
Employee
48
Single 0
Copy - Business Office / Copy-
